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Abstract of the thesis entitled: 
Price Discovery in Hong Kong Futures Markets 
submitted by CHOY，Siu Kai 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in Finance 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in (July, 2005) 
Price discovery is the process by which information is incorporated into 
security prices. This study examines the mechanism of price discovery in Hong Kong 
index futures market, using intraday transaction data of Hang Seng Index Futures 
contracts (regular futures) and Hang Seng Mini Futures contracts (mini futures). 
Hasbrouck's (1995) information share approach, rather than using the traditional 
lead-lag regression approach, is used to determine the percentage contribution of 
each security to the underlying innovation variance. It is found that the regular 
futures plays a major role in price discovery, with the mini futures becoming more 
important in price discovery since its introduction, indicating the maturity of the mini 
futures. Similar results are obtained when Hang Seng Index is included in the 
analysis. The study also complements the findings by Hasbrouck (2003) and Kurov 
and Lasser (2004) that the S&P 500 mini futures contracts, rather than the regular 
contracts, was the main information contributor for price discovery. It is also found 
that there are weak innovation correlations between the index and its corresponding 
futures contracts. The dominance of Hang Seng Index by several giant stocks is 








分析包括恒生指數，我們亦得出相同的結論。這硏究補充了 Hasbrouck (2003) 
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Price discovery is the process in which new information is being incorporated 
into security prices. In a perfect, efficient and frictionless market, security prices 
should reflect new information in a simultaneous and instantaneous way. However, 
the presence of institutional factors, such as transaction costs and bid ask spread， 
induce friction to trading and hence some security prices reflect the same information 
faster than others. My thesis deals with the price discovery process in Hong Kong 
Futures Markets using a multivariate model. 
In a system where there are different securities but all are on the same 
underlying asset, the price of the underlying implied by those securities should not 
differ by an arbitrarily large amount. In fact, they have a long-term equilibrium of 
being equal. Otherwise, there would be arbitrage opportunities. In other words, these 
securities are co-integrated. 
Joel Hasbrouck built a vector error correction model based on this and define 
information share as the percentage of information that one security market 
contribute to that underlying security, where information is defined as the variance of 
innovation of the underlying asset. He applied this model on data of S&P 500 futures 
contracts, its mini futures contracts and the SPDY. His result is surprising: it is the 
mini contract, which is sized one-fifth of the regular and therefore more costly to 
trade, is dominant in price discovery. The reason to this surprising result is that the 
mini contracts are traded on the high speed Globlex system, while the regular ones 
are trade in the pit of open outcry. Suggested by Kurov and Lasser, it is because the 
local traders in the Globlex terminal obserse order flow in the pit of open outcry and 
then trade on this information using the high-speed terminal. 
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Based on Hasbrouck's model, I investigate the price discovery relationship of 
futures contracts in Hong Kong — the regular futures contract, the mini futures 
contracts and the underlying Hang Seng Index. I carry out the analysis since the 
introduction of the mini contract. Data for three years are used to see whether there is 
a change in the role of mini contracts. My findings are different from those using 
S&P 500 futures and mini futures. I found that the Hang Seng Index regular futures 
contracts are the main information contributor, with the mini counterparts playing a 
minor role. The reason is that both the contracts are traded in the same electronic 
platform. Since the Hang Seng mini contracts are also sized one-fifth of the regular 
ones, it is more costly to trade the mini contracts in terms of transaction cost. Given 
the same execution speeds for both contracts, any new information should be 
incorporated into the regular contracts, rather than the mini contracts. When the 
analysis is conducted on subperiods, I found that information contributed by the mini 





Price discovery is the transmission of information into prices and the process 
by which markets attempt to arrive at equilibrium prices. In perfect and frictionless 
markets, securities with the same underlying asset should react to new information 
related to the underlying in a simultaneous and instantaneous way; otherwise, there 
will be arbitrage opportunities. However, the presence of institutional factors, such as 
bid-ask spreads, short selling restriction, transaction costs, or differences in trading 
platforms, makes certain markets react to new information faster, although each 
market may be involved in the price discovery process. Fleming, Ostdiek and 
Whaley (1996) hypothesized that for securities with the same underlying asset, the 
market that provides a combination of lowest execution cost, greatest liquidity and 
greatest leverage opportunities should dominate (hereby referred to as "trading cost 
hypothesis"). 
An example is the relationship between stock index and index futures 
contracts. A stock index is a value weighted composite of a number of listed stocks. 
There may be several stock indexes in a market, according to firm sizes or industries 
to which they belong. For example, the Nasdaq-100 Index includes 100 of the largest 
domestic and international non-financial companies listed on the Nasdaq stock 
market based on market capitalization. There are also Nasdaq Financial-100 Index, 
Nasdaq Composite Index, Nasdaq Telecommunications Index etc., according to 
different classifications of stock in the Nasdaq stock market. A stock index futures 
contract is an agreement to buy or sell the index at a certain time in the future for a 
certain price. The holder of a stock index futures contract may be required to deposit 
a certain amount in a margin account, with the balance of which being calculated at 
the end of each trading day ( or so called marked to the market). It has been widely 
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documented (for example, Joel Hasbrouck (2003)) that trading index futures 
contracts is less costly than trading index portfolio (that is, replicating the stock 
index according to the weights in the index). Furthermore, index futures contract 
provides a larger leverage effect as investors are required to deposit a margin rather 
than the full value of the contract. Therefore, according to the trading cost hypothesis, 
index futures contract should lead the index in terms of information. In other words, 
any new information regarding the whole market should be incorporated into index 
futures contract first, before the stock index. 
The intuition is that futures market should lead the cash index market. In 
practice, the phenomena of index return serial correlation makes the analysis 
complicated. It is widely acknowledged that index returns exhibit significant 
auto-correlations (for example Cowles and Jones (1937), Fisher (1966) and Campbell, 
Lo and MacKinlay (1997) (hereafter CLM)). Fisher (1966) was the first one to 
propose the most recognized explanation of portfolio serial correlation. He found that 
the observed correlation was higher in those indices that give greater weight to the 
securities of smaller firms (which tend to trade less frequently). Therefore, he 
suggested portfolio serial correlation was caused by nonsynchronous trading of the 
component securities. 
According to CLM (1997)，page 84，'the nonsynchronous trading or 
nontrading effect arises when time series, usually asset prices, are taken to be 
recorded at time intervals of one length when in fact they are recorded at time 
intervals of other, possibly irregular, lengths.' An example is the closing price of 
index, where not all of the component stocks are traded at the last minute of the 
trading day. Nontrading behaviour may cause spurious own autocorrelation even if 
the true price changes are statistically independent. Empirical findings (Perry (1985), 
Atchison, Butler, and Simonds (1987)，Berglund and Lilieblom (1988)，Kadlec and 
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Patterson (1999)) show that while a portion of portfolio auto-correlation can be 
explained by non-trading behavior, a considerable portion remains unexplained. 
Market inefficiency may be another explanation as portfolio serial correlation may 
result from new information being incorporated into security prices at different time. 
For those insisting on efficient market hypothesis (for example CLM (1997))，they 
argue that portfolio serial correlation results from the way from which data are 
collected and the way that the exchange operates, and has no economic meaning at 
all. Therefore, in the analysis of cash index, some (see Atchison, Butler, and Simonds 
(1987)，Stoll and Whaley (1990), Jokivuolle(1995), Chiang and Fong (2001)) may 
try to purge out index auto-correlation. 
There has been a huge amount of studies regarding the information 
relationship between stock index and the corresponding futures markets. For example, 
Stoll and Whaley (1990) found that futures return led index return, even though the 
effect of non-synchronous trading of component stocks in the index was removed 
using an ARM A filtering to filter out infrequent trading component. Chan (1992) 
found asymmetric lead-lag relation between futures and index return: that is, he 
found strong evidence that the futures leads the cash index and weak evidence that 
the cash index leads the futures. In general, it is documented in the literature that 
information role of the futures is more important than the index. In fact, if there are 
corresponding index options, they should also play a role in price discovery. 
According to the trading cost hypothesis, the lower cost index options returns should 
lead the cash index returns (Stoll and Whaley (1990)). Fleming, Ostdiek, and Whaley 
(1996) examined intraday data of S&P 500 index, S&P 500 futures, S&P 100 stock 
index and S&P 100 index options, and found that index futures lead index options 
and index options lead the index. Chiang and Fong (2001) examined the lead-lag 
relationships among Hang Seng Index, index futures and index options in Hong 
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Kong market. They found that option returns lag the index returns and the lead of 
futures over cash index is less than the counterparts in other countries (such as the 
U.S.). They argued that thin trading of options in Hong Kong market makes option 
prices become stale. They also argued that Hang Seng Index, which is 
value-weighted, is dominated by just several components stocks and those 
component stocks are as actively traded as the futures contract. 
Traditionally, the methodology used in analyzing price discovery relationship 
between cash index, index futures and index options has been lead-lag regression. 
For example, stock index returns are regressed on lead and lag of futures returns and 
the lead-lag relationship can be interpreted from the estimated regression coefficients. 
Examples ^ e Stoll and Whaley (1990), Chan (1992)，Fleming, Ostdiek, and Whaley 
(1996), and Chiang and Fong (2001). However, lead-lag regression is a bivariate 
analysis in which only two securities can be analysed each time. 
Recent development of multivariate analysis allows analysis of more than 
two securities and gave a more clear interpretation of dynamics among related 
security markets. Engle and Granger (1987) provide important concepts of 
cointegration and error correction. In their framework, cointegrated series tend to 
error correct to the long term equilibrium relationships through the error correction 
terms. In other words, a portion of disequilibrium will be corrected in the next period. 
In their terminology, cash index, index futures and index implied in the index options 
are said to be "cointegrated". For a stock which is traded in different markets, the 
price quotes from different markets are also said to be cointegrated. Along these lines, 
a vector error correction model (VECM) is estimated and the relationships among 
securities can be read from estimated coefficients of error correction terms. An 
example is Harris, Mclnish and Wood (1995) who examine IBM stock prices series 
in New York, Pacific and Midwest Stock Exchanges. Hasbrouck (1995) further 
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proposed "information share", which is the percentage of information (or efficient 
price innovation variance) contributed by each security market, in which the 
securities under analysis are again cointegrated. Therefore, we can judge the 
information role of a market from the estimated information share. For example, 
Hasbrouck (1995) examined high frequency transaction data (up to one second 
resolution) for thirty Dow stocks traded on the New York Stock Exchange and 
regional exchanges. He found that the median information share is 92.7 percent, 
suggesting that price discovery being concentrated in the NYSE. Covrig, Ding and 
Low (2004) examined the cash Nikkei 225 index and index futures traded in Osaka 
Securities Exchange (OSE) and Singapore Exchange (SGX), a satellite exchange. 
They found that the mean information share attributed to OSE and SGX are 
respectively 39.15% and 34.09%, suggesting an important role of SGX, which is a 
satellite market, in price discovery. So and Tse (2004) examined the price discovery 
of Hang Seng Index (HSI), index futures and the tracker fund. The tracker fund is an 
index tracking portfolio which is listed in the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. They 
found that index futures contributes to a mean of 74.7% of information, index 
contributing to a mean of 24.7%, with tracker fund contributing to a minimal of 0.6%. 
In general, the results of studies using the information share approach with the data 
of cash index and regular futures are consistent with the trading cost hypothesis. 
Electronic trading platform has been introduced in recent years and there has 
been an ongoing transition of open outcry to electronic trading of equity and futures 
contracts around the world. For example, the Sydney Futures Exchange moved to 
electronic trading platform on 4 October 1999; Hang Seng Index futures contracts 
began electronic trading on 5 June 2000; London International Financial Futures 
Exchange moved to electronic trading in May 1999. According to Jiang, Tang and 
Law(2001), electronic trading platforms reduce transaction cost, improve market 
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access and transparency, increase informational and operational efficiency of the 
market and reduce bid-ask spreads. In spite of these, the majority of the futures 
trading in the US are still done through the traditional open outcry. In September 
1997，the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) introduced the E-mini S&P 500 
futures, which can be traded around the clock on the electronic GLOBEX trading 
system. E-mini futures contracts are sized one-fifth of the regular contracts and are 
intended for traders with small margin accounts. When the E-mini futures contracts 
were introduced, the regular contracts were expected to serve as the price discovery 
mechanism for the E-mini contracts. The reason is that E-mini contracts are sized 
one-fifth of the regular contracts so that it is more costly to trade the E-mini contracts 
in terms of transaction cost, and informed traders would like to trade the regular 
contracts rather that the E-mini contracts. However, Hasbrouck (2003) found that, 
rather than being an informational satellite, the E-mini contracts play a dominant 
informational role in price discovery. He examined high frequency (up to one second 
time resolution) intraday transaction data of SPDR, floor-traded regular S&P 500 
futures contracts and E-mini futures contracts. The result is that E-mini contracts 
contribute to over 80 percent of the information share among the markets, with the 
regular futures contracts contributing to less than 11 percent. He got similar results 
when the analysis is applied to Nasdaq exchange-traded fund, Nasdaq regular futures 
contracts and Nasdaq E-mini contracts. Both the S&P 500 and Nasdaq E-mini 
contracts) still play a substantial role in information share even when the reported 
prices of E-mini contracts are delayed by ten seconds. This result is somewhat 
contrary to the trading cost hypothesis. Following Hasbrouck's (2003) work, Kurov 
and Lasser (2004) try to give an explanation. They got similar results to that obtained 
by Hasbrouck (2003) and they examined the information share of trades initiated by 
different types of customers. They found that trades initiated by exchange locals 
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seem to be more informative than those by off-exchange traders. They suggest that 
local traders observe order flow in the pit of open outcry and submit trades through 
the high speed GLOBEX. In this way, local market makers can adjust the quotes 
quickly and this may partially account for the leading role of E-mini contracts. 
The motivation of this study is first to test Joel Hasbrouck's model in a 
market outside the U.S. with different institutional structures: both the regular and 
mini Hang Seng Index futures contracts are traded in the same electronic platform. 
The second motivation is to discover the change in role of the mini Hang Seng Index 




An Overview of Hong Kong Security Market and Data Description 
Hong Kong is one of the financial centers in the world. With a well 
established financial system, absence of control on foreign investments and high 
transparency, Hong Kong has become one of the most important financial centers in 
the Southeast Asia. Absence of currency control and foreign investment make Hong 
Kong a gateway to the mainland China, which has huge economic potential with its 
1.3 billion population. For example, some Chinese companies are listed in Hong 
Kong's stock markets in order to attract foreign investments (examples are China 
Life Insurance, Great Wall Automobile and Zijin Mining Group, all of which are 
listed in Hong Kong stock market in December 2003). 
The Hong Kong Exchange (HKEx) is the sole organized stock market in 
Hong Kong, with itself also being a listed company. There are Main Board Market 
and Growth Enterprise Market (GEM) in Hong Kong's stock market. GEM is 
designed for growth enterprises that have good business ideas and growth potential 
but do not fulfill the profitability/track record requirements of the main board market. 
According to the webpage of GEM, GEM offers growth enterprises an avenue to 
raise capital, offers investors an alternative of investing in "high growth, high risk" 
businesses, provides a fund raising venue and a strong identity to foster the 
development of technology industries in Hong Kong and the region and promotes the 
development of venture capital investments. Since its introduction in November 1999， 
the number of companies listed in GEM has grown from 3 to 185 by the end of year 
2003，with a total market capitalization surged from HK$5 billion to over HK$70 
billion. 
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For the Main Board Market, there were in total 852 companies listed by the 
end of 2003, with total market capitalization over HK$5477 billion. Shares may be 
classified into industry sectors according to the nature of the company's business, 
such as finance, utilities, properties and consolidated enterprises. There are also 
terms featuring shares with company background: (i) blue clips are usually 
companies with the highest status and quality for investment. Constituents of Hang 
Seng Index are generally regarded as blue clips; (ii) red clips are companies listed on 
the Stock Exchange and controlled by Mainland entities. Red-chip companies are 
incorporated outside Mainland China; (iii) H shares are issued by companies 
incorporated in Mainland China and listed in the Stock Exchange. (Source from the 
Hong Kong Exchange) 
A stock index measures the price movements of a particular group of stocks, 
expressed in relation to the base value of the index. The Hang Seng Index (HSI) 
comprises 33 of the stocks listed on the Stock Exchange. HSI is compiled by the 
Hang Seng Index Services Limited (HSISL). HSI was launched in November 1969 
and the aggregate market capitalization of these stocks accounts for about 70 per cent 
of the total market capitalization of the Hong Kong stock market. To be eligible for 
constituent stock, a company should fulfill requirements of market value and 
turnover ranking. Selections are also based on the extent to which the sub-sectors 
within the HSI directly reflecting that of the market and the financial performance of 
the companies. The constituent stocks are review quarterly and would be changed if 
necessary. HSI is reported every 15 seconds while it was reported every minute 
before October 1999. HSI is a value-weighted index so that the influence of each 
stock on the index's performance is directly proportional to its relative market value. 
Constituent stocks with higher market capitalisation will have greater impact on the 
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index's performance than those with lower market capitalisation. The 33 constituent 
stocks are grouped under Commerce and Industry, Finance, Properties and Utilities 
sub-indices. Full market capitalisation is adopted for index calculation using the 
following formula: 
V /p X IS) Currentlndex = ^ x Yesterday's Closing Index 
Pt: Current price at Day t 
Pt-i: Closing price at Day (t-1) 
IS: Issued shares 
Hang Seng Index futures contracts were introduced in May 1986 to meet the 
growing interests in the Hong Kong stock market and rising demand for related 
hedging tools. These contracts provide investors with a set of effective instruments to 
manage portfolio risk and to capture index arbitrage opportunities. The popularity of 
Hang Seng Index futures has developed gradually with increasing domestic and 
international investors' participation. There are several advantages of using HSI 
futures as instruments for hedging and speculation. First, as HSI is regarded as a 
benchmark for the Hong Kong equity market, these futures contracts are used by 
traders for risk management and trading purposes. Second, futures contracts provide 
leverage effect for investors as they are traded on a margin basis and the margin to 
carry an open position is only a fraction of the contract value. Third, only one 
commission is charged to establish or liquate a contract, percentage transaction cost 
is lower compared to trading all of the constituent stocks. Fourth, Hong Kong 
Futures Exchange Clearing Corporation (HKCC) acts as the counter-party to all open 
contracts and this would eliminate counter-party risks between its HKCC 
participants. 
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To meet the needs of retail investors with an interest in the Hong Kong stock 
market, the Hong Kong Futures Exchange (HKFE) has introduced a Mini-Hang Seng 
Index (Mini-HSI) futures contract since 9 October 2000. The Mini HSI is the same as 
the regular futures contracts in every aspect except that it is sized one-fifth of the 
regular futures contracts. Mini-HSI is aimed for local retail investors who have less 
risk capital and lower hedging requirements and novice investors to participate in the 
performance of 33 constituents stocks in the index. 
The Hang Seng Index Futures Contract and the Mini-Hang Seng Index 
Futures Contract are fungible in that, for example, investors can close out five mini 
contracts by longing one regular. Apart from this, the margins for both contracts are 
fungible as well. The arrangement has the advantage that enhances liquidity and 
arbitrage opportunity. For example, if the regular contract is priced lower than the 
mini one, an arbitrager can buy one regular contract and short five mini contracts (if 
there is no transaction costs). Since these positions are fungible, an arbitrager could 
realize riskless profit immediately, rather than having to closing them out in separate 
markets, which may lead to risky arbitrage. One may argue that the arbitrage could 
hold those positions till maturity and secure riskless arbitrage profit, but this may 
require putting margins in both markets and so limit his financial flexibility. 
According to a survey by HKEx in the year 2003, for the period July 2002 to 
June 2003，the majority of those trading Mini-futures are local retail investors (74%), 
with very small proportion being overseas or institutional investors. Whereas for 
regular futures contracts, 39% of trading was from overseas institutional investors, 
with 36% being local retail investors. The findings are consistent with the purpose 
that Mini-HSI serves as a tool with lower capital requirement for retail investors. 
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Both the regular and mini-futures are traded electronically on HKATS (Hong 
Kong Futures Automatic Trading System), where all orders are matched based on 
price and time priority. Bid, offer and transaction prices are disseminated in real-time 
to the public, providing the highest level of price and market transparency. 
Specifications Hang Seng Index Futures contracts are given in the appendix. 
Data Description 
The data used for analysis include intraday transaction data for Hang Seng 
Index futures contracts and Hang Seng Index Mini-futures contracts, from 9 October 
2000 to 31 December 2003, with 791 trading days. In the second part of analysis, 
Hang Seng Index, reported in 15 seconds interval for the same period as futures 
contracts, is used. The transaction data for futures contracts are obtained from the 
Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited. The bid and ask quotations were not 
available at the time of data purchase. The data for Hang Seng Index is obtained from 
the Hang Seng Index Services Limited. Any transaction data time-stamped outside 
the official trading hour are discarded. In the analysis of index and futures contracts, 
only transaction data time-stamped when both futures and equity markets are 
simultaneously operating are used. This is because the analysis is to investigate the 
mechanism when both markets are operating rather than to investigate the role when 
only one market operates. 
Table 1 depicts the trading cost and margin requirements for trading futures 
contracts, compared with those for trading stocks. The trading costs for futures 
contracts are about twenty times less than that for trading stocks. Furthermore, only 
margins, rather than the full value of the contracts are required to set up a contract. 
Therefore, it is more reasonable to trade futures contracts on market-wide 
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information than to trade a basket of component stocks (including the Tracker Fund). 
Within the futures contracts, margin requirements and all trading costs except 
Exchange fee of the regular contracts are five times that of the mini contracts. 
However, the exchange fee for trading five mini contracts is HK$17.5, compared 
with HK$10 for a regular one. Therefore, the regular contracts are least costly to 
trade and the mini counterparts should be designed for retail investors with limited 
capital. 
Figures 1 to 4 graph the trading volume for regular and mini-futures for the 
spot month and next month contracts against the number of trading days before 
expiration. The central solid line is the mean trading volume while the upper dash 
line refers to two standard deviations above the mean trading volume for the 
corresponding day and the lower dash line refers to two standard deviations below 
the mean. As seen from the graphs, trading activity shifted from the spot month 
contract to the next month contract in the last several trading days of the month, 
when the next month contracts become actively traded. 
Figure 5 graphs the median daily trading volume for regular futures and 
mini-futures contracts for all contract months for each month. For the regular futures, 
the median trading volume ranges between 11000 to 16000 contracts before 2003， 
and then rises to a peak of over 23000 contracts in October 2003.For the mini futures, 
the median daily trading volume for a month experienced a steady growth from 1500 
contracts when it was introduced to over 5000 at the end of 2003. This shows that the 
mini-futures contracts become more widely used since its introduction in 2000. Also, 
trading in regular futures is more active than in mini-futures at all times in terms of 
trading volume 
In order to show the growth of trading the mini futures contracts, its trading 
volume is plotted, overlaid with that of regular futures contracts, with both series 
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being rescaled to base 1000 at the beginning of the sample period (Figure 6). From 
the figure, while the trading volume of regular contracts increases nearly by one half 
for the whole period, that of mini contracts increases by 3 to 4 times. This relative 
large increase in trading for the mini indicates that it has become more popular and 
widely used as a financial instrument. 
As depicted in the above graphs, it can be seen that the mini-futures became 
more actively traded since its introduction. Table 2 shows summary statistics (median, 
mean, minimum, maximum, standard deviation and frequency of trades) for the daily 
trading volume and number of trades for both contracts within the whole sample 
period (9 October 2000 to 31 December 2003) and three sub-periods (9 Oct 2000 to 
31 Oct 2001, 1 Nov 2001 to 31 Oct 2002 and 1 Nov 2002 to 31 Dec 2003). Both 
mean and median are shown in order to have a better picture as the mean may be 
biased due to some trading days with extreme trading volume (such as trading days 
during Christmas and before year end) 
For the whole sample period, the median daily volume for regular futures 
contract is 16043 contracts and the mean for this is 18688.39. Whereas for the 
mini-futures contracts, the trading is not as actively as the regular counterpart, just 
with an overall median of 4079 contracts and overall mean of 4031.42. The regular 
contracts reported a minimum daily volume of 4416 contracts, corresponding to 31 
Dec 2002. For the mini futures contracts, the minimum trading occurred on the first 
day of its introduction, 9 Oct 2000. 
When the whole sample period is divided into three sub-periods, the trading 
activities for the regular contracts are similar for the first two periods, while the 
trading becomes more active for the last period, with a median daily volume 
increases from 14404.5 to 21303 contracts. For the mini futures contracts, we see 
there is an increase for the trading, reflected from the increase of median daily 
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volume from 2637 to 4944 for the three sub-periods and the increase slows down for 
the last two periods. 
The pattern and statistics for number of trades are similar to those for daily 
volume. For the regular contracts, on the average for the whole period, each trade 
accounted for 1.75 contracts, while each trade on the mini contracts accounted for 
1.23 contracts. If we define medium trade as a trade with more or equal to 5 contracts, 
there are 400443 medium trades for regular contracts for the whole period, and 
16161 medium trades for the mini counterparts, about 25 times less than that for 
regular contracts. If only transaction costs are considered, there should be no buy for 
more or equal to five mini contracts. The reason for trading more than five minis 
rather than one regular may be that investors trading mini contracts had accumulated 
more than five contracts during last several trades and wanted to close them all at the 
same time. Another reason is that arbitrage opportunity may exist across the two 
futures markets since both contracts are fungible. In view of the data, it can be 
concluded that the regular contracts account for much of the trading activity for the 
HSI futures. In fact, this conclusion is more pronounced if the underlying dollar 
values for the contracts are taken into account. 
Following Kurov and Lasser (2004), for every trading day, only the contract 
with the highest volume is considered (Trading activity shifted from the spot month 
contract to the next month contract in the last several trading days of the month). The 
shift in trading activity is similar for both the regular and Mini-Futures. Contrast with 
the analysis of using options, in which the option price series is rolled-over one week 
before expiration because of rapid time decay and huge implied volatility, this 
practice would result in very thin futures contract data during that period. As shown 
in figures 1 to 4, investors tend to trade the next month contract only several days 
before the expiration day and the contract is rolled over usually two days before 
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expiration. As the analysis includes period (-4 to -2 days) when the activity of closing 
out spot month contract is high (rapid drop in volume of spot month contract), there 
is concern whether information is incorporated into next month contract (which is 
not rolled over) rather than the spot contract despite its higher trading volume. 
Therefore, after using all the data, the analysis would be conducted again without 
that period (-4 to -2) to check for robustness. 
In the analysis, there is yet another security with HSI being the underlying 
asset: Tracker Fund of Hong Kong. Tracker Fund of Hong Kong (TraHK) is formed 
in order to dispose of the stocks it acquired during a large market operation by the 
Hong Kong government in August 1998. The aim of the trust, whose components are 
exclusively the 33 HSI component stocks, is to replicate both the yield and price of 
the Hang Seng Index. TraHK is a listed stock in the Hong Kong Exchange and 
therefore its trading cost is the same as those for other stocks. Besides, the minimum 
tick for TraHK is HK$0.05 and each share is sized one thousandth of the HSI. 
Therefore, one tick in TraHK corresponds to 50 points in the index. As a result of the 
large tick size relative to the index and the futures and its large transaction cost, it is 
not possible for the Tracker Fund to contribute much to price discovery. In fact, in 
the analysis of HSI, regular futures and TraHK by So and Tse (2004)，they found that 
the Tracker Fund contribute to less than five percent of information (innovation 




The analysis employs the information share approach by Hasbrouck (1995)， 
determining the contribution to price discovery of different securities with the same 
underlying asset. 
Prior to Hasbrouck (1995), most empirical studies for price discovery between 
index and futures use lead-lag return regression. This is a paired univariate 
specification and the return of one series is regressed against the leads and lags of the 
other. The time lead or lag of one security to the other is read from the estimated 
regression coefficients. Most often, in lead-lag regression, a filter is applied to the 
index return series to remove the non-trading effect of its component stocks. The 
results of lead-lag regressions on index and futures often support reasonable 
conclusions, that is futures lead cash index. However, Hasbrouck (1995) notes from 
an econometric point of view that the lead-lag specification are generally 
misspecified with an analytical example. 
When there are several price variables which are each integrated, but a linear 
combination of them is stationary, these price variables are said to be cointegrated. 
The intuition is that each price variable will never wander very far away from the 
linear relationship among them. The information share approach is designed to deal 
with cointegrated price variables. Specifically, the approach assumes that there is an 
"implicit efficient price" underlying those price variables and price discovery refers 
to innovations to the efficient price. Examples of cointegrated price variables are 
security traded on different markets, bid and ask quotes on the same security, and 
index level and futures price. Those price variables need to be cointegrated or 
otherwise arbitrage opportunities may arise. 
In Hasbrouck's framework, those price variables are assumed to be closely 
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related to a single security, each price series is assumed to be integrated of order one 
and the price changes are assumed to be covariance stationary. Therefore, there exists 
a vector moving average (VMA) representation for the variables: 
Ap, = (1) 
where e^  are zero-mean vector of serially uncorrelated disturbances with 
covariance matrix 12，and ^ is a lag polynomial. 
Cointegration relationship among those price variables on a single security 
governs that the price difference between two price variables should be stationary. 
Therefore, the cointegrating vector can be written as 
P = [,("-1) - J(n-V)-
where I (n-i) is an identity matrix, \n-l) is a column unit vector, and n is the 
number of price variables. 
Then by the Granger Representation Theorem (Engle and Granger (1987))， 
there exists an error correction model of the form: 
Ap, = a ( 广 - 五 + +厂2八/^ -2 + …+ r 尺 ( 2 ) 
v/here EJ3' p, is the long term equilibrium relationship and / ? ' / ? , - E ^ ' p^ is 
the deviation from the equilibrium so that a { P ' - E p ' p ^ ) is the amount that the 
system tries to return to the equilibrium relation at time t. 
In estimation procedure, EP' is estimated by the sample average 广 , then 
the error correction model is estimated using linear least squares. After equation (2) 
is estimated, the VMA representation was constructed from the estimated error 
correction model numerically. 
In the VMA representation, ^( l )et represents a permanent impact of a 
disturbance to the price variables. Since those price variables are on a single security, 
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the rows of the matrix 审(1) should be identical and denote this row vector as xj/. 
Therefore, for each et , ij/et is permanently impounded into the security price and is 
due to new information. Therefore, the variance of the innovation to the implicit 
efficient price is \pU\l/\ If the market innovation are uncorrelated so that the 
covariance matrix fl is diagonal, then market j information share to the total price 
discovery process is defined as 
‘ y/Qy/‘ 
where ^^ is the jth element of xj/. When the price innovations are correlated, 
then U will not be diagonal and the information share would not be determined 
without further assumptions. One way to minimize cross correlations among price 
innovations is to use observations of finer time resolutions. The other way is to 
specify the structure of covariance matrix Q by Cholesky decomposition. Q is 
decomposed into a product of two matrixes: 
Q = FF' 
where F is a lower triangular matrix and F’ is the transpose of F. Then for this 
structural specification, the information share contributed by market j is defined to 
b e : 
^ 二 j — y/Qy/' 
where [仲]；is the)th element of the row matrix \I/F. Since the decomposition is 
not unique, different values of information share by one market can be obtained by 
permutation of the market in the structural decomposition. As a result of Cholesky 
decomposition, a range of information share for each market is obtained. For 
one-second time resolution, the range is small (for example, Hasbrouck (1995) 
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reports nealy identical upper and lower bounds). However, the range of information 
share is often found to be very wide for coarser time intervals. For example, Huang 
(2002) uses one-minute intervals to examine the nature of the price discovery 
between the electronic communications networks (ECNs) and various Nasdaq 
dealers. The lower and upper bounds of the Island (an ECN) for Yahoo are 79.5% 
and 30.6%, respectively, for the month of January 1998. In their study of Finnish 
upstairs and downstairs stock markets, Booth et al. (2002) use trading intervals 
averaging approximately 30 min. The reported upper and lower bounds of the 
information share for the downstairs market are 99.2% and 13.0% on average 
respectively. Baillie et al (2002) illustrate with three analytical examples with 
different degrees of innovation cross-correlations to argue that the mean of the upper 
and lower bounds of information share is the appropriate measure when the 
information share is not unique and when the range is wide. 
There are some practical issues when applying the model to intraday data. The 
first is that with a lag of M periods and n price variables, the number of parameters 
that need to be estimated is Mn^ . For a reasonable lag of 30 seconds and 3 price 
variables, the number of parameters is 270，which poses a dimension problem. To 
manage this problem, polynomial distributed lags were employed. The coefficients 
are assumed to lie on a polynomial segments and number of parameters could be 
reduced. 
The second issue is the basis stationary problem. The basis is defined as Ft - St, 
where Ft and St are futures price and index level respectively. For the error correction 
model to be correctly specified, the basis should be stationary. Hasbrouck (2003) 
notes that the time path of the basis approximates a declining trend for each contract 
due to forward-spot convergence. Therefore, the basis is nonstationary over the life 
of the futures contract. However, Hasbrouck (2003) investigates intraday basis and 
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finds that it is stationary. Therefore, in his estimation, instead of estimating the model 
for the whole sample period, information share is estimated for each day and the 
overall estimate is simply the mean of subperiod estimates. Standard errors of the 
estimates can be calculated as well. Therefore, instead of getting one estimate of 
information share, the above procedure gives a picture of how information shares 
vary over the sample period. The analysis of this paper follows this line as well. 
For the nonsynchronous price problem, the mean number of trades for regular 
futures is 10578 per day, and for mini-futures, it is 3271, all of which are traded in 
16200 seconds in a trading day (except days in which the main board opens in the 
morning only). Therefore, for a 5-second sampling interval, as shown in the last 
column of table 2，there are about 3 trades for regular futures and 1 trade for 
mini-futures, and so the problem of nonsynchronous prices is not severe using time 
interval of five-seconds or coarser intervals. There is a tradeoff between using finer 
time interval against coarser interval. For finer interval, the innovations are less 
cross-correlated and the range of information share is narrower, but we may be 
forced to use stale prices in estimation; For coarser interval, each security is at least 
traded once within the period and this alleviates problem of nontrading. However, for 
longer interval, price innovations are more correlated so that the estimated 
information share lies within a larger range. Also, as noted by Hasbrouck (2003)， 
using time aggregate of data is a kind of data thinning in which some of the data for 
more actively traded security are discarded in order to cope with the thinly traded 
security. To strike a balance, five-second time interval is chosen for the analysis 
between the regular and mini-futures. Coarser intervals are also chosen to see the 
effect of using longer time intervals. While for the analysis of futures and index, 15 
seconds time interval is used due to data availability, the analysis also covers coarser 
intervals up to a minute. 
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If several trades are time stamped within a second, only the last stamped trade 
is used. And if there is no trade for the security within the time interval, the last 
traded price of prior intervals is used. 
Using the above procedure, equation (2) is estimated and the corresponding 
VMA representation (1) is worked out numerically by introducing a shock to one 
security at one time and then forecasting the effects for later periods. In this way, the 
covariance matrix U can be estimated and information shares for each market could 
be worked out. Impulse response functions are obtained and plots of mean impulse 
response functions for each day can also be graphed. 
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Chapter 5 
Futures and Mini futures results 
This section presents empirical results of the analysis for the regular and mini 
futures contracts. Following Hasbrouck (2003), the summary statistics for the 
estimated daily information shares are reported, with the graphs of cumulative 
impulse functions for each security. Summary statistics for the daily mean 
information shares are reported as well, as Baillie et al (2002) argues that, with a 
considerable contemporaneous innovation correlation resulting in a wide range of 
estimated information shares, the mean of the estimated information shares would be 
a better measure. The analysis is done on different time resolution: five seconds, 
fifteen seconds and sixty seconds. For each time resolution, the analysis is conducted 
on the whole sample period, and three sub-periods (9 Oct 2000 to 31 Oct 2001，1 
Nov 2001 to 31 Oct 2002 and 1 Nov 2002 to 31 Dec 2003), to see whether there is a 
change in price discovery mechanism during the sample period and since the 
introduction of the mini-futures contracts. 
In the following tables, the summary statistics are on a daily basis, while 
disturbance correlation matrix is the daily average of estimated cross-correlations 
between innovations for different securities, and the coefficients of efficient price 
refer to the (daily average) long run impact for each security after a unit shock on 
either security (for example, the impact of a unit shock on regular futures on the mini 
futures). The coefficients should be the same for all those securities since all are 
cointegrated. That is to say, if information appears as a shock on one security, the 
other security will react to this information and this will result in the same long term 
price revision as if a shock were imposed on this security. The graphs of impulse 
response functions (graphs 7 to graphs 12) are included for reference 
To resolve concern that frequent rollover activity near the expiration days may 
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interfere the results, summaries according to number of days before expiration are 
produced as well. However, those results are virtually the same as the following 
results and hence are not reported. 
(a) Five seconds interval (Detailed results are exhibited in table 3) 
i. Whole period 
For the whole sample period, both the median and mean for the estimated 
information shares are close together (with a difference of less than two percent), 
suggesting that there is no significant outlier for the estimates. Since there are cross 
correlation for innovations, information shares can only be estimated through 
rotation of the specification of the structure of innovation. Compared with Hasbrouck 
(2003), who uses high frequency data of up to one-second time resolution, the 
five-second interval in this case results in considerable innovation cross-correlation 
(0.264) and a range of estimated information shares. In summary, the regular futures 
contract accounts for the majority of price discovery, with the median ranging from 
81.7 percent to 97.4 percent, with the mini contract account for the remaining 2.4 
percent to 18.3 percent. The standard errors for mean are small (less than one percent 
for both estimates). The coefficients of efficient prices are 0.829 and 0.184 
respectively for the regular and mini contracts. This means that for a unit shock on 
regular contracts, the long term conditional price adjustments would be 0.84 and the 
long term conditional price adjustments would be 0.175 for a shock on mini 
contracts. 
Since the estimated information shares are in the form of a range, which could 
be very wide if there is considerable innovation cross-correlation. Then, the mean of 
information share would be a better estimate, suggested by Baillie et al (2002). Panel 
D of table 2 exhibits the statistics for the daily mean of information share. Both the 
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mean and median for the estimates are close together, suggesting that there is no 
significant outlier. For the regular contracts, it accounts for a mean of 88.3 percent of 
price discovery, while the remaining 11.3 percent is due to the mini contracts, 
ii. Subperiods 
When the analysis is conducted for the three subperiods, the estimated 
information shares are still in the form of a range. Although for the whole period and 
the three sub-periods, regular futures contract plays a major role in price discovery, 
the mini futures contract plays an increasingly important role in price discovery: the 
mean of daily (mean) information share for the mini contract increases from 6.3 
percent to 12.8 percent and then to 15.6 percent for the three sub-periods. This 
indicates the increase in the relative importance of mini contract in futures price 
discovery process since its introduction. Particularly, the innovation correlation 
between the contracts increase from 0.180 to 0.29 during the first two periods. Other 
factors kept constant, the greater the correlation, the more informational efficient the 
two markets is. The increase means that the mini futures market became better to 
absorb and reflect market-wide information and the property that the two futures 
contracts are fungible should foster the maturity of the mini futures market, either by 
enhancing arbitrage opportunity or liquidity. However, among all panels, the 
estimates for the last two periods are qualitatively the same, which suggests that the 
role of the mini futures becomes stable after one year of its introduction, despite the 
relative increase in its trading activity (both the volume and number of trades) during 
these periods. 
(b) Fifteen seconds interval (Detailed results are exhibited in table 4) 
The results are qualitatively the same as that using five-second interval. 
Consistent with findings of Huang (2002) and Booth et al. (2002)，the range of 
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estimated information share becomes wider when the time interval is coarse. For 
example, in fifteen-second interval, the regular contracts contribute to 51.7% to 
95.9% (the range of mean information share) for the whole period, compared with 
80.5% to 96% for five-second interval. The innovations between the contracts are 
much more correlated in the fifteen-second interval content: 0.264 for the 
five-second interval against 0.572 for the fifteen second interval. That means 
considerable amount of information is passed between the two markets in fifteen 
seconds. 
(c) Sixty seconds interval (Detailed results are exhibited in table 5) 
For sixty-second interval, the results are different from the previous results in 
that it is difficult to judge which market contributes more to price discovery: both the 
range of estimated information shares are very wide (panel A) : 18.7% to 92.8% for 
the regular contract and 7.2% to 81.3% for the mini contracts, for the whole period. 
Moreover, in panel D, the median of daily mean information share are 56% and 44% 
respectively for the regular and mini contracts. The reason is that sixty-second 
interval is long in the context of market microstructure, particularly for the two 
contracts which allow cost effective arbitrage, and fungible positions and margins. 
As a result, the innovation correlation between the markets is very high (0.879 on the 
average). It means that if there is any new information being incorporated into either 
market, it will be almost fully reflected in the other market within one minute. 
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Chapter 6 
Index and Futures contracts results 
This section presents empirical results of the analysis for the regular and mini 
futures contracts, with the addition of Hang Seng Index, which is the underlying 
asset. Following Hasbrouck (2003)，the summary statistics for the estimated daily 
information shares are reported, with the graphs of cumulative impulse functions for 
each security. Summary statistics for the daily mean information shares are reported 
as well, as Baillie et al (2002) argues that, with a considerable contemporaneous 
innovation correlation resulting in a wide range of estimated information shares, the 
mean of the estimated information shares would be a better measure. The analysis is 
done on different time resolutions: fifteen seconds and sixty seconds, as Hang Seng 
Index is reported every fifteen seconds. For each time resolution, the analysis is 
conducted on the whole sample period, and three sub-periods (9 Oct 2000 to 31 Oct 
2001，1 Nov 2001 to 31 Oct 2002 and 1 Nov 2002 to 31 Dec 2003), to see whether 
there is a change in price discovery mechanism during the sample period and since 
the introduction of the mini-futures contracts. 
In the following tables, the summary statistics are on a daily basis, while 
disturbance correlation matrix is the daily average of estimated cross-correlations 
between innovations for different securities, and \he coefficients of efficient price 
refer to the (daily average) long run impact for each security after a unit shock on 
either security (for example, the impact of a unit shock on regular futures on the mini 
futures). The coefficients should be the same for all those securities since all are 
cointegrated. That is to say, if information appears as a shock on one security, the 
other security will react to this information and this will result in the same long term 
price revision as if a shock were imposed on this security. The graphs of impulse 
response functions (graphs 13 to graphs 18) are included for reference. 
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(a) Fifteen Second Interval (Detailed results are exhibited in table 5) 
i. Whole Period 
For the whole sample period, unlike the results in the previous part, where both 
the median and mean for the estimated information shares are close together, there 
are sometimes significant differences in the median and mean for the estimates, 
suggesting the presence of outliers. In this case, the median statistics are used. Since 
there are cross correlation for innovations, information shares can only be estimated 
through rotation of the specification of the structure of innovation. Compared with 
Hasbrouck (2003), who uses high frequency data of up to one-second time resolution, 
the fifteen-second interval in this case results in considerable innovation 
cross-correlation (0.572 for the regular and mini futures) and a range of estimated 
information shares. In summary, the regular futures contract accounts for the 
majority of price discovery, with the median ranging from 36.5 percent to 81.2 
percent, while the mini contract account for 1.5 percent to 37.1 percent and the index 
accounting for the remaining 14.2 percent to 20.9 percent. The standard errors for 
mean are small (less than one percent). The coefficients of efficient prices are 0.727, 
0.165 and 0.297 respectively for the regular contract, mini contract and index. This 
means that the long term conditional price adjustments would be 0.727，0.165 and 
0.297 respectively for a shock on regular contracts, mini contracts and the index. 
Since the estimated information shares are in the form of a range, which could 
be very wide if there is considerable innovation cross-correlation. Then, the mean of 
information share would be a better estimate, suggested by Baillie et al (2002). Panel 
D of table 6 exhibits the statistics for the daily mean of information share. For the 
regular contract, it accounts for a mean of 56 percent of price discovery, while 20.2 
percent is due to the mini contracts and 25.1 percent is due to the index. 
In fact, compared with the analysis using futures contracts only, the results in 
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this part are qualitatively the same for futures contracts: the cross correlations of 
innovations between both contracts are similar for both parts (0.572 for both the 
previous and this part) and the ratios of mean information share of regular to mini 
contracts are also similar for both parts as well (2.82 for the previous part and 2.77 
for this part). With the addition of Hang Seng Index, the futures contracts (both the 
regular and the mini contracts) account for about three quarters of information share 
(0.749) and the index accounts for the remaining 25.1 percent. There is one 
interesting finding, is that despite the relatively long time interval (fifteen seconds), 
the correlations between the innovation for the index and the futures contracts are 
low (7.8 percent and 6.2 percent respectively for the regular and mini contracts), 
whereas for the futures contracts themselves, their innovation correlation are as high 
as 57.2 percent. This means that the interaction between the index and the futures 
market is weak at this time resolution, although the index accounts for about a 
quarter of information share. This weak interaction may be due to the fact that index 
cannot be directly traded so that the price effect of a shock cannot be easily 
transferred between the cash and futures markets at fifteen second interval. 
ii. Sub-periods 
The results of sub-period analysis are qualitatively the same as those of whole 
period. However, similar to the results of last chapter, the information shares of the 
mini futures contracts increases and stabilises for the last two periods. In fact, if 
relative information shares between the contracts are considered, these results are 
consistent with those in the last chapter. 
(b) Sixty Second Interval (Detailed results are exhibited in table 6 ) 
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The results of analysis using sixty-second interval is not as informative as those 
using finer time resolution: the information shares for each component security are 
very wide, innovation correlations between components are large (nearly 90 percent 
for the futures) and each seems to contribute similar information (panel D). However, 
the innovation correlations between index and futures contracts are not very large in 
this time resolution, only around 30%. In the content of intraday analysis using high 
frequency, sixty-second interval is a relatively long time interval. Therefore, we see 





This paper examines the price discovery dynamics of Hong Kong index futures 
markets using Hasbrouck's (1995) information share approach. High frequency 
intraday transaction data of index futures are used for input into a vector error 
correction model (VECM), with additional specification that the variables are 
co-integrated. The result is consistent with trading cost hypothesis: it is the less 
costly regular futures contract that contributes more to price discovery, and 
information tends to get incorporated into the regular contract. The result also 
complements Hasbrouck's (2003) findings that S&P 500 E-mini futures contract is 
the dominate component for price discovery: S&P 500 regular futures contracts are 
traded through open outcry and the mini counterparts are traded in the electronic 
Globex system; traders then utilize the high execution speed of Globex to trade on 
information observed in the pit, resulting in the E-mini being the dominate 
contributor for information. In our case, both the contracts are traded electronically 
with the same execution speed and therefore the results follow from intuition that the 
less costly instrument should dominate in terms of information. 
For part two of the analysis using index and both the contracts, the regular 
contracts remain the main information contributor and the result is consistent to 
similar studies using Hang Seng Index and its corresponding futures contracts (for 
example, So and Tse (2004)). In addition, the results are robust to the inclusion of 
Hang Seng Index in the VECM model: the ratios of information share between the 
futures contracts are the same for both parts. However, when the innovation 
correlation matrix is examined, in the fifteen-second time interval, there is only slight 
innovation correlation between index and futures contracts while significant 
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innovation correlation is found between the regular and the mini futures contracts. It 
could be because Hang Seng Index cannot be directly traded, but only through 
replication or the tracker fund. The other reason could be nontrading behaviour of 
some component stocks. As a result, information cannot be incorporated into the 
index in the same speed as in the futures markets. Despite these, the cash index 
contributes a considerable amount of information. Hang Seng Index is dominated by 
a few major stocks and they are as actively as traded as the futures, suggested by 
Chiang and Fong (2001). Those major stocks are sensitive to market wide 
information and because of their heavy weight in the index, they move the index as a 
result, contributing to a considerable amount of information. On the other hand, those 
giant stocks are sensitive to firm-specific information as well, and this is another 
reason for small innovation correlation between index and futures. 
As for the role of mini futures contracts, it has experienced a large increase in 
trading activity and its information role becomes stabilized after one year of its 
introduction. After all, as expected by the Hong Kong Exchange, the mini futures are 
mainly used by retail investors for trading purpose. The presence and maturity of the 
mini futures market complements the increased activity of Hong Kong financial 
markets by attracting retail investors to participate. 
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Appendix 
Specifications of Hang Seng Index Futures Contracts 
Hang Seng Index Futures and Mini-futures (for mini-futures, any difference in 
specifications from the regular one is stated in parentheses) 
Underlying Index/Index Hang Seng Index 
Contract Multiplier HK$50 per index point (HK$ 10 per Index point) 
Contract Months Spot Month, the next calendar month, and the next two calendar 
quarterly months (quarterly months are March, June, September, 
and December) 
Minimum Fluctuation One index point 
Maximum Fluctuation Nil 
Contracted Price The price in whole index points at which a Hang Seng Index 
Futures Contract is registered by the Clearing House 
Contracted Value Contracted price multiplied by Contract Multiplier 
Position Limits Position delta for Hang Seng Index Futures, Hang Seng Index 
Options, Mini-Hang Seng Index Futures and Mini-Hang Seng Index 
Options combined of 10,000 long or short in all Contract Months 
combined provided the position delta for Mini-Hang Seng Index 
Futures or Mini-Hang Seng Index Options shall not at any time 
exceed 2,000 long or short in all Contract Months combined. For 
this purpose, the position delta of one Mini-Hang Seng Index 
Futures Contract will have a value of 0.2 and the position delta of 
one Mini-Hang Seng Index Option Contract will be one-fifth of the 
position delta of the corresponding series in the Hang Seng Index 
Option Contract. 
Large Open Positions 500 net long or net short contracts, in any one Contract Month, per 
Exchange Participant for the Exchange Participant's own behalf; and 
500 net long or net short contracts, in any one Contract Month, per 
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Client. 
(2500 net long or net short contracts, in any one Contract Month, 
per Exchange Participant for the Exchange Participant's own behalf; 
and 2500 net long or net short contracts, in any one Contract Month, 
per Client) 
Pre-Market Opening Period 9:15 a.m. - 9:45 a.m. and 
2:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. (Hong Kong time) 
Trading Hours 9:45 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. and 
2:30 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. (Hong Kong time) 
Trading Hours on Last 9:45 a.m. -12:30 p.m. and 
Trading Day 2:30 p.m. - 4:00 p .mJ (Hong Kong time) 
- # The closing time shall be adjusted automatically to correspond 
with the closing time of the underlying cash market, as it may be set 
from time to time. 
Trading Method The Exchange's Automated Trading System (HKATS) 
Final Settlement Day The first Business Day after the Last Trading Day 
Settlement Method Cash settled contract of difference 
Last Trading Day The Business Day immediately preceding the last Business Day of 
the Contract Month 
Final Settlement Price The Final Settlement Price for Hang Seng Index Futures Contracts 
shall be a number, rounded down to the nearest whole number, 
determined by the Clearing House and shall be the average of 
quotations of the Hang Seng Index taken at five (5) minute intervals 
during the Last Trading Day and compiled, computed and 
disseminated by HSI Services Ltd*. The Chief Executive of the 
Exchange has the power under the Regulations for trading Stock 
Index Futures Contracts to determine the Final Settlement Price 
under certain circumstances. 
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Trading Fees & Levies Exchange Fee: HK$ 10.00, Securities and Futures Commission: 
(per contract per side) HK$ 1.00，Investor Compensation Levy: HK$0.50; Total: HK$ 11.50 
(Exchange Fee: HK$3.50, Securities and Futures Commission: 
HK$0.20, Investor Compensation Levy: HK$0.10; Total: HK$3.80) 
Commission Rate Negotiable 
Source Hong Kong Exchange and Clearing Limited 
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Comparison of Trading Cost and Margin Requirement 
Regular HSIF Contracts Mini HSIF Contracts Stocks 
Exchange Fee HK$10 HK$3.50 0.012% 
SFC Levy HK$1 HK$0.20 N/A 
Investor HK$0.5 HKSO.IO N/A 
Compensation Levy 
Stamp duty N/A N/A 0.11% 
Commission Rate Before 1 Apr 2003 Before 1 Apr 2003 Before 1 Apr 2003 
(Minimum) HK$ 100 (closed out HK$20 (closed out 0.25% 
(Per contract per overnight) overnight) After 1 Apr 2003 
side for futures) HK$60 (closed out within HK$12 (closed out within Negotiable 
the same day) the same day) 
After 1 Apr 2003 After 1 Apr 2003 
Negotiable Negotiable 
Estimated trading HK$111.5 or 0.0186% HK$23.8 or 0.0198% 0.372% 
cost (before 1 Apr (assumed 12000 points) (assumed 12000 points) 
2003) 
Client Margin HK$44,500 (Initial) HK$8,900 (Initial) N/A 
(Full rate / lot) HK$35,600 (Maintenance) HK$7,120 (Maintenance) 
Client Margin HK$7,500 (Initial) HK$ 1,500 (Initial) N/A 
(Spread rate / HK$6,000 (Maintenance) HK$ 1,200 (Maintenance) 
spread) 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Price Discovery in Hang Seng Index Futures contracts and Hang Seng Index 
Mini Futures contracts 一 Five-second Interval 
Statistics are based on a vector error correction model of prices for the regular futures 
contract (symbol HSIF) and the mini contract (MHI), estimated at a five-second 
resolution. The model is estimated each day in the sample period (9 Oct 2000 to 31 
Dec 2003)，and two series of estimates (minimum and maximum) are obtained since 
the information share estimates are not unique. Panel A contains statistics for daily 
estimates for the whole periods and 3 sub-periods. Panel B contains disturbance 
correlation matrix, which is the one for the estimated disturbances e, in (1). Panel 
C contains the coefficients of efficient price, which are the long-run price revisions 
given a unit shock on either price variable. Panel D contains the statistics for the 
daily mean of information share, obtained by averaging estimated information shares 
for each day. 
Panel A — Information share summary 
Security HSIF 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Info share Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 
Median 0.817 0.974 0.916 0.986 0.79 0.968 0.763 0.967 
Mean 0.805 0.96 0.898 0.976 0.784 0.96 0.742 0.947 
SEM 0.004 0.002 0.005 0.002 0.005 0.002 0.007 0.004 
StdDev. 0.117 0.052 0.082 0.036 0.08 0.035 0.118 0.071 
“ 
Security MHI 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Info share Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 
Median 0.027 0.183 0.014 0.084 0.032 0.21 0.033 0.237 
Mean 0.04 0.195 0.024 0.103 0.04 0.216 0.053 0.258 
SEM 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.005 0.002 0.005 0.004 0.007 
StdDev. 0.053 0.117 0.036 0.082 0.035 0.08 0.071 0.118 
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Panel B -- Disturbance Correlation Matrix 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI 
HSIF 1.000 0.264 1.000 0.180 1.000 0.290 1.000 0.315 
MHI 0.264 1.000 0.180 1.000 0.290 1.000 0.315 1.000 
Panel C — Coefficients of Efficient Price 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Security HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI 
Coeffof 
Efficient 0.829 0.184 0.871 0.126 0.832 0.206 0.790 0.218 
Price 
Panel D — Statistics for the Daily Mean of Information Share 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Security HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI 
Median 0.895 0.105 0.948 0.052 0.877 0.123 0.867 0.133 
Mean 0.883 0.117 0.937 0.063 0.872 0.128 0.844 0.156 
Std Dev. 0.080 0.080 0.056 0.056 0.054 0.054 0.090 0.090 
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Table 4 
Price Discovery in Hang Seng Index Futures contracts and Hang Seng Index 
Mini Futures contracts - Fifteen-second Interval 
Statistics are based on a vector error correction model of prices for the regular futures 
contract (symbol HSIF) and the mini contract (MHI), estimated at a fifteen-second 
resolution. The model is estimated each day in the sample period (9 Oct 2000 to 31 
Dec 2003)，and two series of estimates (minimum and maximum) are obtained since 
the information share estimates are not unique. Panel A contains statistics for daily 
estimates for the whole periods and 3 sub-periods. Panel B contains disturbance 
correlation matrix, which is the one for the estimated disturbances e, in (1). Panel 
C contains the coefficients of efficient price, which are the long-run price revisions 
given a unit shock on either price variable. Panel D contains the statistics for the 
daily mean of information share, obtained by averaging estimated information shares 
for each day. 
Panel A — Information share summary 
Security HSIF 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Info share Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 
Median 0.499 0.979 0.696 0.983 0.459 0.977 0.421 0.976 
• Mean 0.517 0.959 0.680 0.971 0.453 0.958 0.426 0.951 
SEM 0.007 0.002 0.010 0.002 0.009 0.004 0.009 0.004 
STD 0.186 0.057 0.162 0.040 0.134 0.056 0.146 0.069 
“ 
Security MHI 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Info share Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 
Median 0.021 0.501 0.017 0.304 0.023 0.541 0.024 0.579 
Mean 0.041 0.483 0.029 0.320 0.042 0.547 0.049 0.574 
SEM 0.002 0.007 0.002 0.010 0.004 0.009 0.004 0.009 
STD 0.057 0.186 0.040 0.162 0.056 0.134 0.069 0.146 
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Panel B -- Disturbance Correlation Matrix 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI 
HSIF 1.000 0.572 1.000 0.453 1.000 0.623 1.000 0.632 
MHI 0.572 1.000 0.453 1.000 0.623 1.000 0.632 1.000 
Panel C ~ Coefficients of Efficient Price 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Security HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI 
Coeffof 
Efficient 0.844 0.211 0.917 0.149 0.824 0.229 0.796 0.251 
Price 
Panel D ~ Statistics for the Daily Mean of Information Share 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Security HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI 
Median 0.736 0.264 0.840 0.160 0.713 0.287 0.693 0.307 
Mean 0.738 0.262 0.825 0.175 0.705 0.295 0.688 0.312 
Std Dev. 0.112 0.112 0.094 0.094 0.087 0.087 0.098 0.098 
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Table 4 
Price Discovery in Hang Seng Index Futures contracts and Hang Seng Index 
Mini Futures contracts - Sixty-second Interval 
Statistics are based on a vector error correction model of prices for the regular futures 
contract (symbol HSIF) and the mini contract (MHI), estimated at a sixty-second 
resolution. The model is estimated each day in the sample period (9 Oct 2000 to 31 
Dec 2003), and two series of estimates (minimum and maximum) are obtained since 
the information share estimates are not unique. Panel A contains statistics for daily 
estimates for the whole periods and 3 sub-periods. Panel B contains disturbance 
correlation matrix, which is the one for the estimated disturbances in (1). Panel 
C contains the coefficients of efficient price, which are the long-run price revisions 
given a unit shock on either price variable. Panel D contains the statistics for the 
daily mean of information share, obtained by averaging estimated information shares 
for each day. 
Panel A — Information share summary 
Security HSIF 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Info share Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 
Median 0.137 0.964 0.228 0.969 0.114 0.962 0.092 0.957 
Mean 0.187 0.928 0.261 0.935 0.160 0.926 0.146 0.925 
SEM 0.006 0.003 0.013 0.005 0.010 0.006 0.009 0.006 
STD 0.177 0.093 0.201 0.087 0.152 0.095 0.152 0.096 
Security MHI 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Info share Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 
Median 0.036 0.863 0.031 0.772 0.038 0.886 0.043 0.908 
Mean 0.072 0.813 0.065 0.739 0.074 0.840 0.075 0.854 
SEM 0.003 0.006 0.005 0.013 0.006 0.010 0.006 0.009 
STD 0.093 0.177 0.087 0.201 0.095 0.152 0.096 0.152 
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Panel B -- Disturbance Correlation Matrix 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI 
HSIF 1.000 0.879 1.000 0.835 1.000 0.902 1.000 0.899 
MHI 0.879 1.000 0.835 1.000 0.902 1.000 0.899 1.000 
Panel C — Coefficients of Efficient Price 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Security HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI 
Coeffof 
Efficient 0.632 0.287 0.742 0.219 0.569 0.323 0.586 0.322 
Price 
Panel D ~ Statistics for the Daily Mean of Information Share 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Security HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI HSIF MHI 
Median 0.560 0.440 0.607 0.393 0.553 0.447 0.538 0.462 
Mean 0.558 0.442 0.598 0.402 0.543 0.457 0.535 0.465 
Std Dev. 0.108 0.108 0.117 0.117 0.095 0.095 0.098 0.098 
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Table 4 
Price Discovery in Hang Seng Index, Hang Seng Index Futures contracts and 
Hang Seng Index Mini Futures contracts - Fifteen-second Interval 
Statistics are based on a vector error correction model of prices for Hang Seng Index 
(index), the regular futures contract (symbol HSIF) and the mini contract (MHI), 
estimated at a fifteen-second resolution. The model is estimated each day in the 
sample period (9 Oct 2000 to 31 Dec 2003), and three series of estimates (minimum, 
middle and maximum) are obtained since the information share estimates are not 
unique. Panel A contains statistics for daily estimates for the whole periods and 3 
sub-periods. Panel B contains disturbance correlation matrix, which is the one for the 
estimated disturbances in (1). Panel C contains the coefficients of efficient price, 
which are the long-run price revisions given a unit shock on one of the price 
variables. Panel D contains the statistics for the daily mean of information share, 
obtained by averaging estimated information shares for each day. 
Panel A Information share summary 
Security HSIF 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Info share Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 
Median 0.365 0.812 0.518 0.841 0.330 0.773 0.297 0.813 
Mean 0.379 0.740 0.510 0.769 0.319 0.719 0.314 0.733 
SEM 0.007 0.008 0.0133 0.0138 0.011 0.015 0.010 0.014 
Std Dev. 0.204 0.233 0.213 0.221 0.165 0.236 0.168 0.240 
Security MHI 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Info share Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 
Median 0.015 0.371 0.011 0.213 0.013 0.408 0.021 0.447 
Mean 0.032 0.373 0.024 0.255 0.033 0.412 0.037 0.445 
SEM 0.0015 0.007 0.0021 0.0102 0.003 0.012 0.003 0.010 
Std Dev. 0.042 0.195 0.034 0.163 0.046 0.188 0.044 0.178 
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Security Index 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Info share Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 
Median 0.142 0.209 0.122 0.194 0.180 0.252 0.137 0.179 
Mean 0.223 0.279 0.202 0.260 0.243 0.309 0.225 0.269 
SEM 0.0082 0.0088 0.0136 0.0146 0.015 0.017 0.014 0.015 
Std Dev. 0.232 0.248 0.218 0.234 0.241 0.260 0.235 0.245 
Panel B Disturbance Correlation Matrix 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to 
Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index 
HSI 1.000 0.572 0.078 1.000 0.458 0.087 1.000 0.619 0.090 1.000 0.633 0.061 
MHI 0.572 1.000 0.062 0.458 1.000 0.061 0.619 1.000 0.077 0.633 1.000 0.050 
Index 0.078 0.062 1.000 0.087 0.061 1.000 0.090 0.077 1.000 0.061 0.050 1.000 
Panel C Coeff of Efficient Price 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to 
Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Security HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index 
Coef fo f 
Efficient 0.727 0.165 0.297 0.809 0.108 0.295 0.680 0.177 0.363 0.695 0.206 0.243 
Price 
Panel D Statistics for the Daily Mean of Information Share 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to 
Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Security HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index 
Median 0.587 0.195 0.174 0.676 0.114 0.159 0.546 0.210 0.215 0.562 0.236 0.157 
Mean 0.560 0.202 0.251 0.640 0.140 0.231 0.519 0.223 0.276 0.523 0.241 0.247 
3tdDev‘ 0.202 0.110 0.239 0.205 0.091 0.225 0.188 0.110 0.249 0.191 0.102 0.242 
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Table 4 
Price Discovery in Hang Seng Index, Hang Seng Index Futures contracts and 
Hang Seng Index Mini Futures contracts - Sixty-second Interval 
Statistics are based on a vector error correction model of prices for Hang Seng Index 
(index), the regular futures contract (symbol HSIF) and the mini contract (MHI), 
estimated at a sixty-second resolution. The model is estimated each day in the sample 
period (9 Oct 2000 to 31 Dec 2003)，and three series of estimates (minimum, middle 
and maximum) are obtained since the information share estimates are not unique. 
Panel A contains statistics for daily estimates for the whole periods and 3 sub-periods. 
Panel B contains disturbance correlation matrix, which is the one for the estimated 
disturbances in (1). Panel C contains the coefficients of efficient price, which are 
the long-run price revisions given a unit shock on one of the price variables. Panel D 
contains the statistics for the daily mean of information share, obtained by averaging 
estimated information shares for each day. 
Panel A Information share summary 
Security HSIF 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Info share Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 
Median 0.060 0.736 0.110 0.790 0.046 0.724 0.049 0.716 
Mean 0.124 0.652 0.165 0.689 0.105 0.637 0.103 0.632 
SEM 0.005 0.010 0.011 0.017 0.009 0.019 0.008 0.017 
Std Dev. 0.154 0.290 0.178 0.276 0.138 0.299 0.135 0.293 
Security MHI 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Info share Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 
Median 0.019 0.598 0.021 0.551 0.017 0.605 0.019 0.626 
Mean 0.050 0.565 0.044 0.546 0.047 0.568 0.058 0.578 
SEM 0.003 0.010 0.004 0.016 0.004 0.018 0.005 0.017 
Std Dev. 0.071 0.275 0.063 0.256 0.067 0.285 0.080 0.282 
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Security Index 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Info share Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 
Median 0.161 0.440 0.139 0.407 0.175 0.491 0.190 0.427 
Mean 0.276 0.473 0.248 0.452 0.290 0.506 0.291 0.463 
SEM 0.010 0.011 0.017 0.019 0.019 0.020 0.017 0.019 
Std Dev. 0.286 0.314 0.271 0.308 0.297 0.312 0.289 0.320 
Panel B Disturbance Correlation Matrix 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to 
Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index 
HSI 1.000 0.875 0.303 1.000 0.832 0.311 1.000 0.898 0.339 1.000 0.875 0.303 
MHI 0.875 1.000 0.292 0.832 1.000 0.294 0.898 1.000 0.332 0.875 1.000 0.292 
Index 0.303 0.292 1.000 0.311 0.294 1.000 0.339 0.332 1.000 0.303 0.292 1.000 
Panel C Coeff of Efficient Price 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to 
Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Security HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index 
Coef fo f 
Efficient 0.495 0.227 0.380 0.566 0.195 0.377 0.462 0.229 0.437 0.458 0.255 0.333 
Price 
Panel D Statistics for the Daily Mean of Information Share 
Sample 9 Oct 2000 to 1 Nov 2001 to 1 Nov 2002 to 
Whole Period 
Period 31 Oct 2001 31 Oct 2002 31 Dec 2003 
Security.. HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index HSIF MHI Index 
Median 0.413 0.314 0.300 0.451 0.289 0.267 0.404 0.323 0.329 0.389 0.331 0.312 
Mean 0.388 0.307 0.375 0.427 0.295 0.350 0.371 0.307 0.398 0.368 0.318 0.377 
Std Dev. 0.193 0.153 0.294 0.200 0.143 0.283 0.191 0.157 0.298 0.185 0.158 0.300 
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Figure 1. Daily Trading Volume of Spot Regular Futures Contracts 
The figure depicts the graph of mean trading volume for the spot month regular 
futures contracts against number of trading days before expiration. The dotted lines 
show the upper and lower 90 percent confidence interval around the mean, assuming 
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Figure 2. Daily Trading Volume of Next Regular Futures Contracts 
The figure depicts the graph of mean trading volume for the next month regular 
futures contracts against number of trading days before expiration. The dotted lines 
show the upper and lower 90 percent confidence interval around the mean, assuming 
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Figure 3. Daily Trading Volume of Spot Mini Futures Contracts 
The figure depicts the graph of mean trading volume for the spot month mini futures 
contracts against number of trading days before expiration. The dotted lines show 
the upper and lower 90 percent confidence interval around the mean, assuming 
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Figure 4. Daily Trading Volume of Next Mini Futures Contracts 
The figure depicts the graph of mean trading volume for the next month mini futures 
contracts against number of trading days before expiration. The dotted lines show 
the upper and lower 90 percent confidence interval around the mean, assuming 
Student's t distribution. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of Trading Volume 
Solid line represents median trading volume for mini contracts for each month, 
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Figure 6 Comparison of Trading Volume (scaled) 
Solid line represents median trading volume (scaled to 1000 as base) for mini 
contracts for each month, while dotted line represents the corresponding statistics for 
regular contracts (scaled to 1000 as base). 
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Figure 7. Impulse Response Functions 
for Regular and Mini Futures Contracts (using five seconds data) 
The impulse response functions are constructed by applying a unit shock to regular 
futures at time zero and the price impacts are iterated through time using the 
estimated vector moving average (VMA) representation. 
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Figure 8. Impulse Response Functions 
for Regular and Mini Futures Contracts ( using five seconds data) 
The impulse response functions are constructed by applying a unit shock to mini 
futures at time zero and the price impacts are iterated through time using the 
estimated vector moving average (VMA) representation. 
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Figure 9. Impulse Response Functions 
for Regular and Mini Futures Contracts (using fifteen seconds data) 
The impulse response functions are constructed by applying a unit shock to regular 
futures at time zero and the price impacts are iterated through time using the 
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Figure 10. Impulse Response Functions 
for Regular and Mini Futures Contracts ( using fifteen seconds data) 
The impulse response functions are constructed by applying a unit shock to mini 
futures at time zero and the price impacts are iterated through time using the 
estimated vector moving average (VMA) representation. 
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Figure 11. Impulse Response Functions 
for Regular and Mini Futures Contracts (using sixty seconds data) 
The impulse response functions are constructed by applying a unit shock to regular 
futures at time zero and the price impacts are iterated through time using the 
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Figure 12. Impulse Response Functions 
for Regular and Mini Futures Contracts ( using sixty seconds data) 
The impulse response functions are constructed by applying a unit shock to mini 
futures at time zero and the price impacts are iterated through time using the 
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Figure 13. Impulse Response Functions 
for Index, Regular and Mini Futures Contracts ( using fifteen seconds data ) 
The impulse response functions are constructed by applying a unit shock to regular 
futures at time zero and the price impacts are iterated through time using the 
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Figure 14. Impulse Response Functions 
for Index, Regular and Mini Futures Contracts (using fifteen seconds data) 
The impulse response functions are constructed by applying a unit shock to mini 
futures at time zero and the price impacts are iterated through time using the 
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Figure 15. Impulse Response Functions 
for Index, Regular and Mini Futures Contracts ( using fifteen seconds data ) 
The impulse response functions are constructed by applying a unit shock to index at 
time zero and the price impacts are iterated through time using the estimated vector 
moving average (VMA) representation. 
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Figure 16. Impulse Response Functions 
for Index, Regular and Mini Futures Contracts ( using sixty seconds data) 
The impulse response functions are constructed by applying a unit shock to regular 
futures at time zero and the price impacts are iterated through time using the 
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Figure 17. Impulse Response Functions 
for Index, Regular and Mini Futures Contracts ( using sixty seconds data) 
The impulse response functions are constructed by applying a unit shock to mini 
futures at time zero and the price impacts are iterated through time using the 
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Figure 18. Impulse Response Functions 
for Index, Regular and Mini Futures Contracts ( using sixty seconds data) 
The impulse response functions are constructed by applying a unit shock to index at 
time zero and the price impacts are iterated through time using the estimated vector 
moving average (VMA) representation. 
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